The New National WWI MEMORIAL

An Insider Tour for Guides, Travel Planners, Volunteers and Interested Visitors

WEBINAR STARTS AT 1pm ET / 10am PT

www.Doughboy.org
Welcome
Webinar Overview
The Story of the New Memorial

- “Why We Need This Memorial” with Edwin Fountain
- “Why I entered the design competition” with Joe Weishaar
- “A Memorial Tour” Paging through the design documents
- “Building the Memorial” exploring the Memorial Cam archive
- First Impressions:
  - “From Dusk to Dark” photo essay
  - A Tour Guide’s Perspective with Patricia Abler and Christina Bauer
- Daily Taps – for 175 days starting Friday May 24th
- ”A Soldier’s Journey” with Sabin Howard
Tools And Resources for Visits

• WWI Memorial “Visitor Guide” for use @ the Memorial
• WWI Memorial “Virtual Explorer” for use @ home/school
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PART I: The Story
Why We Need This Memorial

Edwin Fountain
Former Vice Chairman
US WWI Centennial Commission
Meet The Designer

Joe Weishaar
Lead Designer
National WWI Memorial
Exploring The WWI Memorial Design

The Design as Reviewed and Approved

National World War One Memorial
Submission for Final Approval

Official Design Document
Walk Through / Talk Through

Download: WW1CC.org/design
The WWI Memorial Construction

Through the Lens of Time
Exploring the Memorial Cam Archive

WW1CC.org
First Impressions: A Photo Essay

National WWI Memorial
First Impressions: Dusk to Dark

Photo Essay by Theo Mayer
First Impressions by Tour Guides

Patricia Abler
The Guild of Professional Tour Guides of Washington DC

Christina Bauer
The Guild of Professional Tour Guides of Washington DC
Taps at the National WWI Memorial

175-day pilot program
Starting on Friday, May 24, 5:00pm

In collaboration with

www.Doughboy.org
“A SOLDIER’S JOURNEY”
By Sculptor Sabin Howard

Follow the Sculpture’s Journey: https://sabinhowardsculpture.studio
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PART II: The Tools
Tools And Resources for Memorial Visits

- WWI Memorial “Visitor Guide” for use @ the Memorial
- WWI Memorial “Virtual Explorer” for use @ home/school
WWI Memorial: “Visitor Guide”

For use when visiting the Memorial in Washington, D.C.

In the Belvedere area you can Learn more about WWI with an AR Timeline Tower.

At the Pershing Memorial, explore the Military History of WWI
WWI Memorial: “Virtual Explorer”

For use when at school or at home

A Fascinating Exploration of “The War That Changed The World”

Unprecedented Destruction
The genesis of modern warfare and its technological machinery of death
How To Get The Apps

Doughboy.org/apps

Or Search for:
WWI Memorial
In your app store…
FEEDBACK

• Q&A: Questions from the audience
• Survey: You will find a short survey as you exit the Webinar. Your input and ideas are very important to us.
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Wrap Up
Doughboy.org/webinar
The New National
WWI MEMORIAL
An Insider Tour for Guides, Travel Planners, Volunteers and Interested Visitors

Thank You

Brought to you by the
The Doughboy Foundation

Keeping Faith With the American Doughboy
And All Those Who Served in WWI

www.Doughboy.org